Error ME124 'Material not subj. to inventory mgmt. in plant x' in ME21N

Issue:

Error ME 124 is raised when view "plant stock / storage location stock" is not maintained in material master for plant.

Solution:

If the material is not available in stock then no delivery and no transfer is possible. It is not possible for non-stock materials to make an stock transfer.

If you are using ME21 or ME21N to create stock transfer order, make sure the view "plant stock / storage location stock" have been maintained for the relevant plant in the material master record.

Also make sure the quantity flag have switched on in transaction OMS2 for both the delivery and receiving plant for the material type that you are using. Otherwise, the error message ME 124 will be issued.

Therefore, the functionality for material which is not in stock is not available.

Related notes / content:
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